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A B S T R A C T 

We discuss the rare decay A'/, - » ^ " 7 7 . Although the recently measured 27-invariant-

mass dintril>ntion is in <|iiitc good agreement with the lowest-order chiral perttirhalion 

theory prediction, there seems to Ix» a discrepancy with the calculated branching ratio. 

We extend the previous computations to next-to-leading order, 0(p''). The two dominant 

mechanisms at this order are emphasized: the two-pion intermediate state and vector 

mi^ori exchange. 
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Although ellective rltiral l,agrangians have 'woven extremely successful in describing 

t lie internet ions« if the lig,ht on-smis, tliere remain several processes I hat ret'uire sjiecial care. 

One of Mw-se, Ki. » K°T), has recently lieeii observed ex |>cri mentally awl tin« measured 

branching ratio floes tiot agree as well ns ( w might have hoped with previous predictions. 

Tin* oliservcd branching ratio is 

BR(A, *K°TI) - / ( I - 7 t 0 . 3 ) x 10 ß NASI f||. 
V L 1 1 } \ (1.80 -t 0.00 t 0.00) x 10 R K73I I2|. (I) 

while tlir predict i«wi of chirnl perturbation theory (('III*'!') to leading order (Oil'*)) '»•"* 

BR~ 0.7 x I0~ n |.1j. The measured invariant -mass distribution of the final photons is 

nevertheless in gotxl agreement with the lowest-order CHIT prediction. In this note 

we review why this pnrtinjlar rrode is calculable at all, and attempt to determine »I»» 

dominant contributions at next-to-leading orrler (C(/>r')). Tlie results will IK» consistent 

with UM* recent data, although some ambiguities will remain. 

CHIT is ;i lrcliuw|iM' for irnpleiiteiiting all of tin1 symmetry's of (he standard model 

in an eir»rtiv»* low momenturn expansion of the amplitudes involving light mesons. Tins 

expansion is characterized by a parameter. A x •"-. Iff/*, *- 1.2 (!eV. Of course, the am

plitudes of the light mesons are not polynomial functions of the kinematic variables, hu* 

must display tlie complicated analytic structure associated with the appearance of physi

cal intermediate states, such ns two-pion cuts, etc. Since these features are constrained by 

unitnrit v. one can in principle rcconst ruct t lie amplit nde from its polynomial parts given by 

a power series expansion in momenta. In CHIT, this is most easily «lone by constructing 

an effective lielfl theory of mounts, with an effective Lagrnngian that has the ;ij>|>r«>'>ri.'?tr 

power .series in derivatives. Since this theory it a relativistic field theory, it is guaranteed 

to satisfy unitnrity «ml have the correct analytic structure; the full amplitudes can then 

be constructed by a conventional Feynman-Dyson |M>rturbation expansion [ |..r»j. 

YVc can follow this line of reasoning in the case of /\';. • nnfT. we lirst «wist met local 

oftcrntors wit It a «lelinite IIUUIIHT of derivatives (or masses, when we include explicit chiral 

symmetry breaking). For our process, these operators ap|w>ar lirst at C(/>'") in CHIT 

(keeping in mind Hint the electromagnetic field strength, I),,, \l)t„l),,\, counts as two 

derivatives): 

£$"-' T—r {^^"'•VTiw^rv) . . . . } . (2) 
V'n) 

l l e r e f is the non linearly realized field of mesons, A is t he matrix that projects out A.V I, 

and f»'s *** ° x 10 '' (SeV 3 is measured in the dec-ays A'.v • 'in. 
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Instead of writing ilown all operators* of 0(p*) allow«! by (lie symmetri«** of tlie 
standard model, we observe tlmt tlwy all reduce to lliret* dilferent l,orcntx struct nil's in 
terms of meson and photon fields, two derivative ami one non-derivntive couplings: 

F^FVOXKLO**0, FrrP,x(rKLt\w0, MiF^FV-ht*0. (3) 

These couplings will give rise to three a priori undetermined constants in the amplitude» 
for A*i. — Jr°77. 

Tlie coefficients e* in (2) (or equivnlently the undetermined constant« coming from 
IIw structures in (3)) are expected to be of order 1 by naTve dural dimensional analysis. 
Unfortunately, any choice of these coefficients of O(l) leads to a total rale for the process 
KL —» w°77 which is too small by more than one order of magnitude. The conclusion 
is either that tliese coefficients are significantly enhanced compared with the usual size 
expected Iw naive dimensional analysis (which is not. unknown—tlie coefficient conven
tionally called />«) |.r»| is in fact larger tlian nnTve ex|»ectatioiis owing to the prominent effeet 
of vector meson exchange |5,I5J) or tin» dominant contribution to this process comes from 
the cut associated with some physical intermediate state. In tins case the relevant inter
mediate states are expected to l»e two charged mesons (plus the outgoing n°). The latter 
piwsihility would nctunlly be good news: the non-trivial analytic l>clinviour associated with 
a physical intermediate state is ralinlnblr without the introduction of new, arbitrary chirnl 
coefficients- we nerd only know tlie on-shell A.f - I amplitude involving four mesons, 
such as l\'i, -• .'Iff. The remaining ambiguity in this ens«» would Is* the |>olynoiuinl (Kirts 
corresponding to the operators in Eqs. (2) and (3), But as we have already argued, these 
terms are much too small to produce the observed rate and thus should only trinke a small 
correction. 

Since the dominant physical intermediate states are two pious, we need only consider 
the l\'i, interacting with a neutral pion plus two charged pious, and the suhse<|iicnt an
nihilation of the two charged pions into two photons. The second part of this transition 
is given to a high degree of approximation by lowest-order scalar electrodynamics. The 
first part, the AS — 1 interaction of four mesons, can be taken from experimental data 
on Ki, decays into three pions. The use of experimental data would at first sight strut to 
be a retreat, from an analytic treatment of this process. However, the AS I four-meson 
interaction is well fit in C'flPT if we include four-derivative terms [7|, and it is this form of 
the interaction that we will use. This allows us to continue the analytic treatment of the 
problem as far as possible, resorting to numerical calculations only for our final plots. 
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We might also consider truncating the fntir-incson interaction at two derivatives rather 

than four, simv this lils Hie /\;, d«-cays reasonably well. In UM* spirit of CHIT. \\v cx|x-ct 

this npproximntiiMi to introduce mi error of perhaps 20% in amplitude. In fact, this cal

culation would Ix* precisely equivalent to the standard calculation of Ref. {.'if; mir ptiqxtsc 

here is to use the above mutlyticity argument to include tin» most important corrections to 

this calculation. As we will see, these corrections are significant, although not inconsistent 

with our CIIPT expectations. 

We emphasize Mint our calculation will not lie a complete C H I T computation at 

0(pT'). We argue Hint the principal contribution to our prwess should come frimi the 

strong (non-polynomial) enhancement associated with the 2-pion intermediate state, and 

we ignore other 0{pT') terms. 

The form we use for the K't - • .1» amplitude is |7|: 

MKl.iVK) '»•(!»,)» (i* )*"(»,)) f.\Sflni(;)l~\rK'ip, P )i% (I) 

o,(c) o.:w i o.nv;, o.oor,«»)^, 

02 R.5, 

with z (p, \p ) ?/A/£-, »v A / » / A / K . •'•'•«' y» (•? r'i lt)/rli l''or comparison, we 
recall Hie lowest-order /%'/. • 'Iff amplitude 

" t ( ~ ) -' '$, 
(«) 

«5 - 0, 

corres|K>ii<ling to the calculation of Ref. |.1|. 

Our task at this (mint is clear we simply use t he above physical arnplit nde to compute 

I.IH» absorptive pari of A'/, » ff'S'V. and then use a subtracted dis|>crsiofi relation to obtain 

Hie full amplitude. There can be at most three subtraction constants corres|»onding to t lie 

operators in Kip. (2) and (.1). 

We can also follow a slightly more convenient although less obvious path: we can 

treat the amplitude (I) as the vertex of an effective chiral field theory, include the stan

dard scalar electrodynnmic couplings, and use conventional IVvtuuati diagram techniques. 

This guarantees that we satisfy perlurbative unitarity as well »is ensuring the correct ab

sorptive parts. Not«* that gauge invarinncc requires the I'Vymnnn rules for the an plitude in 

Kq, (-1) to also include vertices where the moment urn of any charged particle is replaced by 
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n photon. although these extra graphs ninkr no contribution to the ahsor|ttivc part. The 

sum oT MM* relevant reynmnn graphs is divergent ami rcrniircs rcgulnrizatHHi and renor-

mali/ation. Tlie divergent part ran he removed Ity adding a polynomial in tiMHitenta. hut 

leaves an ambiguous final result. Of course, this ambiguity corresponds precisely to I he 

three undetermined constants in our countcrterm I*ngrnngian—we liave anticipated that 

our answer would he ambiguous up to this polynomial. In the dispersive approach, these 

constants appear as tlic subtraction constants needed to obtain a convergent dispersion 

relation for the amplitude. 

The result of this computation is given in terms of two invariant amplitudes A, It (or 

tlte three-body decay rVj, -» ir°77 (assuming CP '•onservntion): 

A{KL(I>K) - AfchtobC*)) ~- CtMJ?mm'*(fiy'*lf*) {(«£'* - «ft KfT) JJT 
n n \ 

•HPK • 1% I^PK + PK - * fir* PKPK it • * PK • n\ PK • *» •7"") jf? \ • 

(7) 

We have factored out tltc weak ami electromagnetic coupling constants which must In* 

present, and applied powers of A/ĵ  to leave A and B dimensionless. Tlie result of our 

computation for these amplitudes is: 

-*ä.{Tt.y,J 

Vir* 
\ 1ov(3 z f rl) + nt(s - rl) + o 2 , 

Here rt -- pa • 7</A/^. nnd the functions F and R nre given by; 

I - |nrcsin 2(*/?/2) z < I 
V 1 

I 

(*,) 

(8ft) 

/•V) { l - |nrcs in 2 (* /? /2) * < 
(!>,,) 



As guaranteed by CHI*!', the amplitudes (X) Iwve the right chiral behaviour as any 
momentum or rhirnl symmetry breaking mass gors to wro (F(z) "- -zf\2 and W(.r) ~ 
.r/W), lor .? •» 0). *I*lw* loop amplitudes in Kqs. (8) agree with a recent calculation by 
Cappiello. IVAmbrosio and Mirngtiuolo {Kj. The lowest-order amplitudes [!l{ are rccfuveml 
for 

o , T O , T / I - o r 0 (10) 

and with «i,«2 from E»|. (6). 
As nniHNinrrrl, the amplitudes (8) depend on three constants nt, « 2 and (1. Actually, 

we liave chiwcn to poll out I he contribution to these constants fr«»m vector meson exchange, 
characteriwd by the |inrni:ictcr «i |!>|. Tof)(//'), nn'ive victor meson dominance suggests 
•if -- 0„'f>2. However, as first emphasized in Ref. (!»|, there are also so-called direct 
wrnk contributions associated with V exchange which cannot be written as a strong VMI) 
amplitude with an external weak transition. Several model estimates of nv have lieen 
made in the literal tire (for a recent discussion and a quite complete list of references. s«t* 
lief. |I0j). A Tair summary of those attempts is that we know neither the sign nor »lie 
magnitude of «if. Using the CHIT prediction «>f lowest order |'l| with the addition of 
V exchange the NA'll ('ollalwration has extracted the following hound on «v from the 
Dalitz-plot distribution of the two photons |1J: 

0.32 <« i ' <0.I0 (!W% CI.) . (II) 

We stress that this bound used only the lowest-order C'llfT calculation, mid no longer 
applies to the present calculation as expressed in tlie amplitudes (H). In fact, as we shall 
discuss shortly, the NA'H data actually suggest, a large negative value for «v, outside the 
bound (II). 

The only remaining issue is what values to choose for the counterterms oj , n-j, and 
ft. By definition, they do not receive any contributions from the usually dominant vector 
meson exchange (already incorporated in ay) and can therefore be expected to lie of order 
A//t-/A' n * M"KB**»*'*,*I by nn'ive chiral dimensional analysis, cor definileness, we fix these 
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t luve remaining constants by using minimal subtraction (with the convents*»« of Ref. |f>{) 
in our loop oakulation and choosing the scale ;i to be A/„. This gives 

Ol = 0 

° 2 = - 5 " A f = ° ' m (12) 

Kxcepl for the relatively big coefficient <*s - 6.5, these values provkled Iw mininial sul>-
traction correspoml to our expectations. It is interesting to trace the origin of «•_> in the 
hi, -••» 3* amplitude. It sltoukl not come as a surprise to the reader that the biggest 
part of »2 is once again due to V exchange: p exchange in the wn scattering amplitude 
supplemented by an external non-leptonic weak transition contributes the major part, of 
tin. 

Nevertheless, the final result is rather insensitive to reasonable variations of t»i, ny 
and li; this is what we expected from our initial argument that the operators of 0(pr') 
could not by themselves account for the large rate observed. On the other hand, tlie effect 
of V exchange can be sizeable. In computing the amplitudes (8) we have kept only the 
strongest infra-red behaviour coming from tlie 2-pion intermediate state. Hut then* is 
also the possibility of a significant contribution associated with UM* relatively light vir tor 
mesons, just as we saw in our discussion of a? in the A';, •l\n amplitude. 

Instead of performing a detailed fit to the experimental rate and distribution, which 
is left to our experimental colleagues, we choose ay — 0 and ay - 0.0 ns two instructive 
examples for our calculation and compare with the result of Cty»4) |3). We find for the 
branching ratio 

{ 0.67x10°. 0{p*), 

OKIx 10 r \ CV'),t iv 0 , (1.1) 
1.60 x 10 r \ <?(/'), «v O.ft . 

The corresponding spectra in the 27-invariant mass are shown in Fig. 1, normalized to the 
50 unambiguous events of NA31 |l] (neglecting acceptance corrections). 

The lessons from this exercise are straightforward. The unitarity corrections by them
selves raise the rate only moderately. Moreover, they produce an even more pronounced 
peaking of the spectrum at large m 7^ (dashed curve in Fig. I). Although the 0{p%) (list ri-
bution (dotted curve) describes the experimental distribution rather well, Fig. 7n of |?ef. 
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11] already suggests a slight excess of the theoretical curve at high »»»>>- lrt»nk-ally. the uni-

tarity correctk»ns tend to ruin UM* seeming agreement between theory tun I experiment f«»r 

(lie spectrum. Tin* predicted distribution of d j » * ) Tor oy - 0 is definitely in «lisagreemcnt 

with experiment-

As shown by the full curve in Fig. I . addition of the V* exchange component restores 

the agreement. Not only does the amplitude of 0{p*) reproduce the observe«! spectrum 

with ny - 0.!), hot it also raises tlie branching ratio to 1.1» x II) r \ in perfect agreement 

with the experimental values in r i | . ( I ) . A careful fit taking the experimental arrepl.-mo-

into account is expected to yield a somewhat smaller \ay\, but tlic negative sign of ay 

seems clearly established. In their recent analysis | I0 | , Heiliger and Sehgal have also inves

tigated tlie contribution from vector meson exchange. Their favoured case of const ruct ivc 

interference corresponds to ny < 0. A direct comparison is not possible liccausc unitarity 

corrections of 0(j» r ') an» not included in the amplitudes of Ref. |H)|. As we have shown, 

these corrections have an im|M»rtaiit impact on the spwiruin, although less si» fi»r the rate. 

In Fig. 2. we SIMIW the corres|>ondiiig distributions in the second Dalit/, variable 

y ~ T% - x j . In comparison with the 0{p4) distribution, tlie molarity corrections aiKl V 

exchange exhibit, again opposite trends. Tl ie spectrum for ay •- 0.9 (full curve) is flatter 

than the 0(p4) spectrum (dotted curve), in qualitative agreement with the experimental 

result of NASI | | | . 

Finally, we comment on I Is» implications i»f »Mir results for the C'P-cnnserving 2 v 

exchnnge contrihul'ion to the decay A';, > Jt'V'r \'.t I2| . Neglecting the hclicitv-

suppressed contribution from the nmplitiKle A ami including only the model-independent 

absorptive part from tlie 2y ml, »he amplitude H in (W>) gives rise to 

notw -»-. + - -\\ /0 .3xl0 l 2 , ay 0 . . . ., 
B R ( A t - ^ r r ) U , - | ( ß y | ( ) . „ ^ ^ ( I I ) 

Although the rati* increases or course with \ny\, there is some destructive interference 

lietwccn tin» imilarity corrections of 0{pT') and the V exchange contribution (for n\ 

O.f)). Tor a recent review of the ('"-violating one-photon exchange contribution, »lie 

reader is referred to f?ef. f 10}. 

What, have we learned from this calculation? (denlly, we would have f: »und thn» 

the 0(pr') countcrterms make a negligible contribution to »his process, m»\ only »lie terms 

it idnml by unitarityniidanalyticity are relevant. This would have meant that the process is 

totally free of ambiguities arid could hecalrulatecl in terms of the experiment ally measured 
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hl. » 3w amplitude. Unfortunately, nature has mil been SO kiml- tin* l>rant-hing ml»«» with 
tiy 0 r;ui iwily armwiit for about half of tin* total olwerved rate and tin- eorrespoiiding 
»u > > «listributkm disagrees with experiment. On tin» other hand, the couiiterterms by 
themselves cannot ncroiint for this large rate either, without uncomfortably large values 
for the coefficients ami without destroying the approximate agreement in the spn-tnim 
IH>I ween experiment ami C1IPT at 0 (p 4 ) . However, the two effects together can give good 
agreement with experiment with values of the roimtertertm that are comparable to other 
<»|N>r:ilitrs induced by verlor exchange. 
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l;i|». I. 27-invnrinnt-maw<lwtril>iitionsfbr A'/, » »"77: C(f>') (clnttnl mrvr), O(ff') 
with «n- 0 («lashed rurv««), 0(ph) with »»• - (hit (full nirw). Thr SIMV-
tnim is nonnnlizrd to the ."50 imnmbiguoiiK rvrritK of NASI (without nrccp-
Inure correction»). 
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Fig, 2. y-dmtribntions (y = x% - x?) for /</, - • n°Ty: C(p4) (dotted curve), 0{ph) 
with ov = 0 (dafthed curve), 0(p R) with ov = -0 .9 (full rurvr). The nor
malization m arbitrary. 
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